Consumption of barracuda in the Caribbean Sea linked to ciguatera fish poisoning among Filipino seafarers
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Introduction: Ciguatera fish poisoning (CFP) is common in tropical and subtropical waters. On 13 November 2015, eight Filipino seafarers from a cargo ship sailing in the Caribbean Sea experienced a range of symptoms after consuming a barracuda. Upon their return to the Philippines, an investigation was conducted to describe the cases.

Methods: A case-series was conducted. A CFP case was defined as a previously well individual on the ship who developed at least one gastrointestinal symptom and at least one neurologic manifestation after eating barracuda on 13 November 2015. All cases were admitted to hospital in Manila, Philippines and were interviewed using a standard questionnaire. Urine and serum samples of cases were collected for ciguatoxin (CTX) testing by radiological and receptor-binding assay.

Results: Eight of the 25 seafarers on the ship ate the barracuda; all eight met the CFP case definition. The age of cases ranged from 37 to 58 years (median: 47 years) and all were males. Onset of symptoms ranged from 1 to 3 hours (median: 2 hours) from the time of ingestion of the barracuda. All cases experienced gastrointestinal (nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea) and neurologic (temperature allodynia, itchiness) symptoms but no cardiovascular manifestations. Urine and serum specimens of all eight cases showed CTX below the detection limit.

Discussion: The Philippines Epidemiology Bureau recommended that the Philippine Maritime Authority include CTX poisoning and its health risks in seafarers’ training to prevent future cases of CFP. The Event-based Surveillance and Response system will continue to provide a mechanism for the reporting and appropriate management of CFP cases.

Ciguatera fish poisoning (CFP) is widespread in tropical and subtropical waters and is acquired from consuming contaminated reef fish. The ciguatoxin (CTX) comes from the dinoflagellate Gambierdiscus toxicus, which grows predominantly in coral reefs in tropical and subtropical climates and is consumed by herbivorous fish, which in turn are consumed by carnivorous reef fish and then by humans. There are several reefs where fish such as barracuda and grouper are inedible because of the toxin; however, the toxin does not affect all reef fish, and deep-sea fish such as tuna and wahoo are unaffected. Temperature, gastric acid and cooking method have no effect on the ciguatoxin, and its presence does not affect the odor, colour or taste of the fish.

CFP is diagnosed clinically based on a cluster of symptoms temporally related to the ingestion of suspected fish products. All people can be affected by this toxin, and symptoms may persist for months or years. Neurologic symptoms usually last for a few days to several weeks and may sporadically reoccur years later. Triggers for reoccurrence may include consuming seafood, chicken, nuts, caffeine or alcohol and strenuous physical activity.

CFP among seafarers is rarely documented, and treatment is usually delayed because they are at sea without medical facilities. Previously in the Philippines, an outbreak of CFP was documented in 2001 among 38 residents of Navotas who ate barracuda caught in Manila Bay; remnants of the implicated fish tested positive for CTX. In 2010, two families with 22 members experienced gastrointestinal and neurologic symptoms after eating red snapper caught by a local fisherman in Iloilo, Philippines; it also subsequently tested positive for CTX.

On 29 November 2015, the Epidemiology Bureau of the Philippines received a report of suspected CFP among...
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Seafarers who had consumed barracuda on 13 November 2015 in St Eustatius, a Dutch island in the Caribbean. Cases had been hospitalized in Trinidad and Tobago, then repatriated back to the Philippines and readmitted to a medical centre in Manila. An epidemiologic investigation was conducted to describe the cases.

METHODS

A descriptive study was conducted on 3 December 2015 while seafarers were still hospitalized in Manila. The cases were identified by the surveillance officer of the hospital from the list of admitted cases. A CFP case was defined as a previously well individual who developed at least one combination of gastrointestinal (diarrhoea, abdominal pain, nausea or vomiting) and neurologic manifestations (dizziness, weakness and itching or temperature allodynia) after eating barracuda on the cargo ship on 13 November 2015. Cases were interviewed to collect demographic and clinical information, food intake history and food preparation of barracuda using a standard questionnaire with both open- and close-ended questions developed by the investigators.

Urine and serum samples of cases were collected and submitted to the Philippines Nuclear Research Institute to detect CTX using receptor-binding assay (RBA).

All data analyses were conducted using Microsoft Excel 2013. Ethical clearance was waived as this investigation was part of a response to an outbreak.

RESULTS

There were 25 seafarers on board the ship, with eight having lunch at 12:00 on 13 November 2015. All of the cases reported consuming the barracuda, with smaller numbers also consuming rice (n = 7), egg (n = 4), ham (n = 4) and chicken (n = 2). After 1 to 3 hours (median: 2 hours), all eight cases manifested symptoms of nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea, itchiness and temperature allodynia (reversal of thermal sensation) (Fig. 1). The age of cases ranged from 37 to 58 years (median: 47 years) and all were males. Cases were given liquid charcoal as first aid for food poisoning and antispasmodic medicine to help relieve diarrhoea. There was no cardiovascular manifestation observed. Patients had no previous history of CTX poisoning. There was also no history of alcohol consumption within the week leading up to the event.

Urine and serum samples were collected from all eight cases, but the toxin was not detected.

DISCUSSION

Eight cases of CFP were reported after consumption of barracuda in the Caribbean Sea. All seafarers who consumed the same barracuda experienced gastrointestinal and neurological signs and symptoms typical of CTX. None of the cases had cardiovascular complications, which are observed in about 10–15% of CTX cases. In humans, the average dose of CTX required to develop symptoms is estimated to be as low as 0.08 to 0.1 μg/kg of the body weight.

Rising ocean temperatures can affect wind patterns, which can force warm tropical waters to non-CFP endemic coastal regions. As a result, dinoflagellates producing ciguatoxins have expanded their presence to previously non-CTX affected oceans, increasing risk of CFP among those consuming fish from these oceans. CFP causes significant impact on marine operations because of the high attack rates and chronicity of symptoms, which can result in seafarers requiring long periods of recovery. Providing information about potential marine products that can be contaminated with CTX to this high-risk group may help mitigate the occurrence of CFP.

There were several limitations of this study. The outbreak occurred while the cases were sailing in the Caribbean Sea; hence, no leftover fish was available for toxin analysis and bacterial culture. The species of the fish was not confirmed; rather, the seafarers who caught the fish identified it as barracuda. Also, we were not able to interview the person who caught and prepared the food for the cases; hence, the food production chain could not be established and investigated. It is known that larger fish in the food chain have higher levels of accumulated toxins, but no information on the actual size of the fish caught was elicited. That CTX was not detected could be attributed to the extremely low levels and fast alpha half-life of the toxin, leaving undetectable concentrations of the toxin in the blood. Bacterial culture was not done to test for other patho-
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Fig. 1. Timeline of events, CFP outbreak among Filipino seafarers who returned from St Eustatius, Kingdom of the Netherlands, 2015


